**TRUEPLAY is a gamified App to connect tennis players.**

If you like sports and coding, join our team for your IDP and help us to connect the World of Tennis.

---

**What is TRUEPLAY?**

TRUEPLAY is a native App to easily connect people with each other to find the most suitable tennis buddies nearby. Furthermore, TP has its own skill and activity system, which enables users to participate in races and compare themselves in different statistics.

---

**Behind TRUEPLAY!**

TruePlay is a young Startup based in Munich. We are a dynamic and sporty Team of four people with different skills and background.

- **Jochen** – M.Sc. Sportsmgt, crazy about sports and numbers
- **Dominik** – Media Designer (UX/UI), Mr. 100%, Workaholic & Creative Brain
- **KLaus** – M.Sc. Informatics, 100110, Tennis, Backend
- **Mehdi** – M.Sc. Informatics, Front End Genius

---

**Requirements:**

- Frontend Skills
  - React and React native

**Nice to have:**

- Typescript and Redux native

---

**Your work:**

Help Mehdi in the frontend to transform an existing web app (training platform) from react into our mobile App, which uses react native, typescript and redux. If you don't meet all requirements, let's talk anyway.

---

**Why should you join?**

- Work hand-in-hand with our experienced team members and get a great inside into a startup
- Be part of a young, flexible and diverse team (Ger, Tun, Cmr)
- Work with and learn from experienced professionals in IT
- Opportunity to join the team afterwards
- Easy going people, who are always up for some sports, fun and jokes

---

**Info & Contact:**

- **Start:** Sep - Dec 2023
- **Duration:** 3 months fulltime or 6 months parttime
- **People:** 1 – 3 students
- **The IDP will be conducted by the TUM Entrepreneurship Research Institute**
- **Contact:**
  - jochen@trueplay.de,
  - 0179/1172861
  - trueplay.de